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Product Features: Activity monitoring including: * Steppers * Rowers * Treadmills * Other cardio units * Cycling units *
Ellipticals * Free weights * Treadmills * Ellipticals * Other cardio units * GYM equipment * Other gyms * Sports activities *
Swimming pools * Tennis courts * Football/rugby/soccer fields * Boxing/kickboxing/martial arts * Biking/cycle/hiking * Skiing
and Snowboarding * And much more * Graphs are available for each individual sport Visualization of external HRM Data
export to various Excel formats Data export to CSV and Note formats Data export to XLS (xls) Data export to XLSX Data
export to Tab (csv) Data export to Tab (csv) Data export to PDF (pdf) Data export to PNG (png) Data export to MR (MR) Data
export to SVG (svg) Data export to JPEG (jpeg) Data export to PPT (ppt) Data export to PS (ps) Data export to HTML (html)
Data export to BMP (bmp) Data export to GIF (gif) Data export to TIFF (tif) *Graphs are available for each individual sport
Generation of maps of time intervals and statistics Detailed guidance Data archive Data from multiple devices (i.e. a single
HRM can be used to monitor several sports activities, or multiple HRMs can be combined with each other to form a single
monitoring tool) Data export to external devices (e.g. ChronoSync, ChronoPad and ChronoFilm) Data export to ChronoCheck
(online system to validate users before giving them access to Chronojump's features) Tools are available to enhance the quality
of physical activities (i.e. recovery from physical activity) and to help users identify wrong sporting habits (i.e. strength and
power training and the use of equipment must be monitored) Self-grading Data sorting Summary screen (user can see detailed
statistics as well as graphs produced from the chosen module; this report can be accessed from any section or scroll down within
the software) Activity videos produced by the software (see Activities tab) Access to the documentation Compatible with all
operating systems (Mac OS X, Windows
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★★★★★ “Chronojump is a comprehensive, automatic, sports activity monitoring and tracking software. It automatically logs
all relevant sports activity of your choice, and then calculates, stores, and analyzes the data. With Chronojump's desktop
application you can track the distance, time, speed, calories and pace of your runs, walking, cycling, and swimming. The
modules of Chronojump are free to install and completely feature-complete. Using Chronojump is simple! You can start a
workout with a pre-set on/off timer (if you are not currently wearing any sports clothing) or simply press START. Chronojump
will automatically calculate, store, and analyze your data! The data is time-stamped so you can see when your activities start and
end. You can also define custom intervals and receive email and online push notifications after each activity is completed.
Chronojump's Startup banner appears only when you start your work out or activity Chronojump's Startup banner will appear
after you start your work out or activity so you will not accidentally leave the application and begin tracking activities. This
banner is shown only once. Chronojump is a multi-platform application for both iOS and Android devices. Chronojump
supports a wide range of external sports devices like heart rate monitors, GPS trackers, power meters, and wireless speed and
cadence sensors. Chronojump is optimized for a wide range of sports activities including running, walking, cycling, and
swimming. Chronojump gives a timeline view of all activities that you have tracked.” Chronojump Free Download Chronojump
is a comprehensive, automatic, sports activity monitoring and tracking software. It automatically logs all relevant sports activity
of your choice, and then calculates, stores, and analyzes the data. With Chronojump’s desktop application you can track the
distance, time, speed, calories and pace of your runs, walking, cycling, and swimming. The modules of Chronojump are free to
install and completely feature-complete. Using Chronojump is simple! You can start a workout with a pre-set on/off timer (if
you are not currently wearing any sports clothing) or simply press START. Chronojump will automatically calculate, store, and
analyze your data! The data is time-stamped so you can see when your activities start and end. You can also define custom
intervals and receive email and online 09e8f5149f
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Chronojump is a comprehensive sports activities monitoring suite that receives information from its corresponding external
hardware component, Chronopic. The software also requires contact platforms, photocells or encoders (depending on the chosen
activity), and can also integrate with users' web cameras. Can be very handy for athletes The resource is of use to anyone that
wants to optimize the fitness work out. It can also be highly valuable to persons recuperating from physical injuries, since it
allows one to accurately track the impact of work out sessions. The detailed statistics it produces can be useful for semi-
professional athletes. Chronojump comes with a very clean and enjoyable interface. Although there are multiple options to
tweak, users will find the tool very intuitive. Although the application relies on multiple menus, tabs and buttons in order to
allow users to fully browse its functions, most of the navigation is performed from the tab items. Functionality is split between
four highly customized components There are four available modules: “Jumps”, “Runs”, “Power” and “Other tests”. Each item is
geared towards specific sports activities and features functions specifically designed for that activity; this is very useful as it
allows one to fine-tune the work out. Once a module has been selected and the external devices have been hooked up, the
program will start recording activities. As mentioned above, the software relies on many external hardware components, which
means that simply downloading the software will not suffice. Generates diagrams The program creates accurate analyses,
statistics and diagrams, broken down by time intervals. These results are linked to the chosen module; this highly specialized
setup allows one to focus on just certain sports activities. To conclude, Chronojump is a powerful workout tracker and analyzer
that allows users access to detailed statistics and graphs. Chronojump Description: Chronojump is a comprehensive sports
activities monitoring suite that receives information from its corresponding external hardware component, Chronopic. The
software also requires contact platforms, photocells or encoders (depending on the chosen activity), and can also integrate with
users' web cameras. Can be very handy for athletes The resource is of use to anyone that wants to optimize the fitness work out.
It can also be highly valuable to persons recuperating from physical injuries, since it allows one to accurately track the impact of
work out sessions. The detailed statistics it produces can be useful for semi-professional athletes. Chronojump

What's New in the Chronojump?

Chronojump is a comprehensive sports activities monitoring suite that receives information from its corresponding external
hardware component, Chronopic. The software also requires contact platforms, photocells or encoders (depending on the chosen
activity), and can also integrate with users' web cameras. Can be very handy for athletes The resource is of use to anyone that
wants to optimize the fitness work out. It can also be highly valuable to persons recuperating from physical injuries, since it
allows one to accurately track the impact of work out sessions. The detailed statistics it produces can be useful for semi-
professional athletes. Chronojump comes with a very clean and enjoyable interface. Although there are multiple options to
tweak, users will find the tool very intuitive. Although the application relies on multiple menus, tabs and buttons in order to
allow users to fully browse its functions, most of the navigation is performed from the tab items. Functionality is split between
four highly customized components There are four available modules: “Jumps”, “Runs”, “Power” and “Other tests”. Each item is
geared towards specific sports activities and features functions specifically designed for that activity; this is very useful as it
allows one to fine-tune the work out. Once a module has been selected and the external devices have been hooked up, the
program will start recording activities. As mentioned above, the software relies on many external hardware components, which
means that simply downloading the software will not suffice. Generates diagrams The program creates accurate analyses,
statistics and diagrams, broken down by time intervals. These results are linked to the chosen module; this highly specialized
setup allows one to focus on just certain sports activities. To conclude, Chronojump is a powerful workout tracker and analyzer
that allows users access to detailed statistics and graphs. Chronojump Description: Chronojump is a comprehensive sports
activities monitoring suite that receives information from its corresponding external hardware component, Chronopic. The
software also requires contact platforms, photocells or encoders (depending on the chosen activity), and can also integrate with
users' web cameras. Can be very handy for athletes The resource is of use to anyone that wants to optimize the fitness work out.
It can also be highly valuable to persons recuperating from physical injuries, since it allows one to accurately track the impact of
work out sessions. The detailed statistics it produces can be useful for semi-professional athletes. Chronojump
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System Requirements:

◆ Game characters are updated to include new and old characters such as Vector, Bad Box and others! New characters and new
moves are introduced. Unique titles and multi-class moves are all included. Be sure to check out the new character page!
◆Additional new items are being added. A new title is being introduced. In addition, for the new items there will be some kind
of a bonus. Please enjoy this update! Also, enjoy playing online in the game starting
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